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What is Machine 
Learning?



The age of machine learning is now

• In the past 10 years there has been a revolution in 
machine learning / artificial intelligence because of the
resurgence of neural network architectures

• We now have access to much better computing
infrastructure, with GPUs optimized to the operations
used by neural nets

• We have so much data that we can barely store it, and it
provides great opportunities for analysis.



What can we do with machine learning?

• Find groups of related things via “clustering”. Used for
recommendations by Amazon, Netflix, etc

• Are two items the same? Named entity disambiguation
• Classification: Is this YouTube comment offensive? What

language is this web page written in? Whose face is
shown in a picture?
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Supervised v. Unsupervised Learning

• In supervised learning you are starting with a labeled
training set of data

• In unsupervised learning you don’t (yet) have labels for
your data



Kinds of data?

• Text and speech
• Images and video
• Geographic information
• Time series information
• Transaction data from customers
• Climate data
• Census data



Where does data come from?

• Some datasets are available for free: 
http://crowdsourcing-class.org/resources.html

• Some are owned by companies
• Sometimes you can assemble it yourself
• Crowdsourcing!

http://crowdsourcing-class.org/resources.html










Classification

• Classification is the assignment of a label to unlabeled
input based on previously seen data

• Learn f(x)...
• that outputs a label ...
• along with a probability that that label is true





Goals of the GVDB

• Collect data about gun violence in the US to facilitate
public health research

• Draw sample from local newspapers and television
stations that publish online

• Use machine learning and crowdsourcing to extract
structured data from text
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Want to answer questions like

How many deaths
result from mass
shootings compared to
other gun crimes? How
has this changed over
time?



Want to answer questions like

How strong is the effect
of suicide contagion? 
Does it change with age, 
gender? Is it effected by
the style of reporting?



Want to answer questions like

Does the media portray
African-Americans 
differently than Whites 
in reporting on gun
violence?



Want to answer questions like

Can we predict events that will 
become politically relevant 
touchstone events?



Require detailed, local data
Time and Place
City
State
Other details (home, school, etc.)
Date
Clock Time
Time of day
Alleged Shooter(s)
Name
Gender
Age
Race
Victim(s)
Name
Gender
Age
Race
Was the victim injured?
Was the victim hospitalized?
Was the victim killed?

Circumstances of shooting
Type of gun
Number of shots fired
Answer Yes/No/Not able to determine
The shooter and the victim knew each other.
The incident was a case of domestic violence.
The firearm was used during another crime.
The firearm was used in self defense.
Alcohol was involved.
Drugs (other than alcohol) were involved.
The shooting was self-directed.
The shooting was a suicide or suicide attempt.
The shooting was unintentional.
The shooting was by a police officer.
The shooting was directed at a police officer.
The firearm was stolen.
The firearm was owned by the victim/victim’s family



The Gun Report
Recent shootings involving children have rocked two
American cities.

Michael Day, 13, died after being caught in the crossfire
between two groups in the Edison Neighborhood of
Kalamazoo, Mich., on Memorial Day. This wasn’t even
the first time Day had been a victim of gun violence: On 
April 6, he was shot in the back while leaving a party. 
He told police he was walking when he heard a gunshot
and realized he had been hit.
Victor Manuel Garay, 15, has been accused of firing the
shot that killed Day. Police had been called earlier in 
the day to break up the large brawl, but as soon as they
left, the fighting continued. If charged as an adult, 
Garay could face life in prison without the possibility of
parole.

Kalamazoo County Prosecutor Jeff Getting revealed his
anguish at a press conference Thursday afternoon. “To
talk about the death of a 13-year-old who was shot on 
one of our streets, allegedly by a 15-year-old, and to
think about those as eighth graders and ninth
graders…It has an effect on me. I think it has an effect
on everyone; it should.”



Jennifer Mascia described how she wrote the Gun
Report in an NPR interview

JENNIFER MASCIA: Well, I would google
“shooting,” “man shot,” “woman shot,” “child
shot,” “teen shot” and “accidentally shot”. You
know, this was all day one coverage of shootings, 
so a lot of times the details aren't flushed out. If
there was no name and scant details, I had to
skip over those. So each day, there’d be about 35 
to 40 shootings that I would present.







Humans manually
verify the predictions
of the classifier.





First answer a series of
binary questions about the
circumstances of the
shooting….



…then extract structured
information from text to
populate the database.



We plot the extracted
information on a map



Gun violence classifier

• We’d like to automate the creation of the gun violence
database.

• Let’s start by creating a classifier that will tell us whether
a newspaper article describes an incident of gun
violence or not.



Labeled training data
Recent shootings involving children have rocked two
American cities.

Michael Day, 13, died after being caught in the crossfire
between two groups in the Edison Neighborhood of
Kalamazoo, Mich., on Memorial Day. This wasn’t even the
first time Day had been a victim of gun violence: On April 6, 
he was shot in the back while leaving a party. He told police
he was walking when he heard a gunshot and realized he 
had been hit.

Victor Manuel Garay, 15, has been accused of firing the shot
that killed Day. Police had been called earlier in the day to
break up the large brawl, but as soon as they left, the
fighting continued. If charged as an adult, Garay could face
life in prison without the possibility of parole.

Kalamazoo County Prosecutor Jeff Getting revealed his
anguish at a press conference Thursday afternoon. “To talk
about the death of a 13-year-old who was shot on one of our
streets, allegedly by a 15-year-old, and to think about those
as eighth graders and ninth graders…It has an effect on me. I 
think it has an effect on everyone; it should.”



Collecting data from the web

import urllib
import urllib2
from cookielib import CookieJar

def compile_gunreport_urls:
for year in ["2014", "2013"]:

for month in range(1, 13):
for day in range(1, 32):

url = "http://nocera.blogs.nytimes.com/%s/%s/%s/" %
(year, month, day)

try:
cj = CookieJar()
opener = urllib2.build_opener

(urllib2.HTTPCookieProcessor(cj))
site = opener.open(url).read()



Collecting data from the web
import lxml.etree
import lxml.html
import re

def extract_external_links():
for url in gunreport_urls:

# The NYTimes redirects you if you don't have cookies set.
cj = CookieJar()
opener = urllib2.build_opener(urllib2.HTTPCookieProcessor(cj))
site = opener.open(url).read()

doc = lxml.etree.HTML(site)

result = doc.xpath("//div[@class='entry-content']//p")
link = re.compile('href="(.*?)"')
for item in result:

source = lxml.html.tostring(item)
if link.search(source):

print link.search(source).group(1)



The Gun Report: Training data

http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2014/04/kalamazoo_teenager_13_shot_and.html

http://www.jsonline.com/news/crime/new-developments-in-playground-shooting-to-be-announced-at-430-pm-
b99278118z1-260682381.html

http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2014/05/fighting_led_up_to_fatal_shoot.html

http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2014/05/michael_day_kalamazoo.html

http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2014/05/15-year-old_charged_with_murde.html

http://www.jsonline.com/news/crime/girl-10-on-life-support-after-being-hit-in-playground-shootout-
b99275748z1-260251491.html

http://fox6now.com/2014/05/29/fund-created-for-sierra-guyton-victim-of-shooting-near-playground/



Extracting web page text







Representing data with Features

• In machine learning, we represent the training data as a 
vector of labels (y) and a matrix of training items (X)

• Each training item is itself represented as a vector
• The vector specifies what features that item has



Representing data with Features

y

★

★★★★★

★★★

★★

★

★★★★

X?

Pretty awful - very soft and commercial. Confected. 

An absolute star that could even benefit from another year or two. 
Tremendous weight, and concentrated minerality but all in balance. 

Fantastic. Top

Very classy, pure, blackberry and apple fruit. Demanding but ripe
tannins, very succulent. Really good Dolcetto. 

Good Syrah character, fruit-driven but not to the point of
undrinkability. Pleasant. Scrapes

Thin and completely uninspiring.

Fragrant, dry and long. More mineral and complex than the other
Ogier wines. Really lovely and should be drunk on its own away from

the Gentaz wines that tend to upstage it.



Representing data with Features
raw input

Pretty awful - very soft and commercial. 
Confected. 

An absolute star that could even benefit
from another year or two. Tremendous

weight, and concentrated minerality but all in 
balance. Fantastic. Top

Very classy, pure, blackberry and apple fruit. 
Demanding but ripe tannins, very succulent. 

Really good Dolcetto. 
Good Syrah character, fruit-driven but not to
the point of undrinkability. Pleasant. Scrapes

Thin and completely uninspiring.

Fragrant, dry and long. More mineral and
complex than the other Ogier wines. Really
lovely and should be drunk on its own away
from the Gentaz wines that tend to upstage

it.

subjectivity lexicon
Word Polarity Strength

abandoned negative weak

abandonment negative weak

abandon negative weak

abase negative strong

abasement negative strong

abash negative strong

abate negative weak

abdicate negative weak

aberration negative strong

aberration negative strong

... ...
zest positive strong



Representing data with Features
raw input

Pretty awful - very soft and commercial. 
Confected. 

An absolute star that could even benefit from
another year or two. Tremendous weight, and

concentrated minerality but all in balance. 
Fantastic. Top

Very classy, pure, blackberry and apple fruit. 
Demanding but ripe tannins, very succulent. 

Really good Dolcetto. 
Good Syrah character, fruit-driven but not to 
the point of undrinkability. Pleasant. Scrapes

Thin and completely uninspiring.

Fragrant, dry and long. More mineral and
complex than the other Ogier wines. Really
lovely and should be drunk on its own away

from the Gentaz wines that tend to upstage it.

feature matrix X
Strong 

Neg Neg Pos Strong 
Pos

1 1 1

2 3

1 3

2

1



Classification via logistic regression

• To make a decision on a test instance, we multiply each
xi by a weight wi that is automatically learned.

• Then we sum these together and add a bias term b
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is “positive sentiment” versus “negative sentiment”, the features represent counts
of words in a document, and P(y = 1|x) is the probability that the document has
positive sentiment, while and P(y = 0|x) is the probability that the document has
negative sentiment.

Logistic regression solves this task by learning, from a training set, a vector of
weights and a bias term. Each weight wi is a real number, and is associated with one
of the input features xi. The weight wi represents how important that input feature is
to the classification decision, and can be positive (meaning the feature is associated
with the class) or negative (meaning the feature is not associated with the class).
Thus we might expect in a sentiment task the word awesome to have a high positive
weight, and abysmal to have a very negative weight. The bias term, also called thebias term
intercept, is another real number that’s added to the weighted inputs.intercept

To make a decision on a test instance— after we’ve learned the weights in
training— the classifier first multiplies each xi by its weight wi, sums up the weighted
features, and adds the bias term b. The resulting single number z expresses the
weighted sum of the evidence for the class.

z =

 nX

i=1

wixi

!
+b (5.2)

In the rest of the book we’ll represent such sums using the dot product notation fromdot product

linear algebra. The dot product of two vectors a and b, written as a ·b is the sum of
the products of the corresponding elements of each vector. Thus the following is an
equivalent formation to Eq. 5.2:

z = w · x+b (5.3)

But note that nothing in Eq. 5.3 forces z to be a legal probability, that is, to lie
between 0 and 1. In fact, since weights are real-valued, the output might even be
negative; z ranges from �• to •.

Figure 5.1 The sigmoid function y= 1
1+e�z takes a real value and maps it to the range [0,1].

Because it is nearly linear around 0 but has a sharp slope toward the ends, it tends to squash
outlier values toward 0 or 1.

To create a probability, we’ll pass z through the sigmoid function, s(z). Thesigmoid

sigmoid function (named because it looks like an s) is also called the logistic func-
tion, and gives logistic regression its name. The sigmoid has the following equation,logistic

function
shown graphically in Fig. 5.1:

y = s(z) =
1

1+ e�z (5.4)



What’s wrong with z?

• It isn’t a valid probability!
• Weights can be real valued, and might even be negative.
• z ranges from -∞ to +∞



Logistic function aka the sigmoid



Sigmoid to probability

4 CHAPTER 5 • LOGISTIC REGRESSION

The sigmoid has a number of advantages; it take a real-valued number and maps
it into the range [0,1], which is just what we want for a probability. Because it is
nearly linear around 0 but has a sharp slope toward the ends, it tends to squash outlier
values toward 0 or 1. And it’s differentiable, which as we’ll see in Section 5.8 will
be handy for learning.

We’re almost there. If we apply the sigmoid to the sum of the weighted features,
we get a number between 0 and 1. To make it a probability, we just need to make
sure that the two cases, p(y = 1) and p(y = 0), sum to 1. We can do this as follows:

P(y = 1) = s(w · x+b)

=
1

1+ e�(w·x+b)

P(y = 0) = 1�s(w · x+b)

= 1� 1
1+ e�(w·x+b)

=
e�(w·x+b)

1+ e�(w·x+b) (5.5)

Now we have an algorithm that given an instance x computes the probability
P(y = 1|x). How do we make a decision? For a test instance x, we say yes if the
probability P(y = 1|x) is more than .5, and no otherwise. We call .5 the decision
boundary:decision

boundary

ŷ =
⇢

1 if P(y = 1|x)> 0.5
0 otherwise

5.1.1 Example: sentiment classification
Let’s have an example. Suppose we are doing binary sentiment classification on
movie review text, and we would like to know whether to assign the sentiment class
+ or � to a review document doc. We’ll represent each input observation by the
following 6 features x1...x6 of the input; Fig. 5.2 shows the features in a sample mini
test document.

Var Definition Value in Fig. 5.2
x1 count(positive lexicon) 2 doc) 3
x2 count(negative lexicon) 2 doc) 2

x3

⇢
1 if “no” 2 doc
0 otherwise 1

x4 count(1st and 2nd pronouns 2 doc) 3

x5

⇢
1 if “!” 2 doc
0 otherwise 0

x6 log(word count of doc) ln(64) = 4.15

Let’s assume for the moment that we’ve already learned a real-valued weight
for each of these features, and that the 6 weights corresponding to the 6 features
are [2.5,�5.0,�1.2,0.5,2.0,0.7], while b = 0.1. (We’ll discuss in the next section
how the weights are learned.) The weight w1, for example indicates how important



Decision boundary

4 CHAPTER 5 • LOGISTIC REGRESSION

The sigmoid has a number of advantages; it take a real-valued number and maps
it into the range [0,1], which is just what we want for a probability. Because it is
nearly linear around 0 but has a sharp slope toward the ends, it tends to squash outlier
values toward 0 or 1. And it’s differentiable, which as we’ll see in Section 5.8 will
be handy for learning.

We’re almost there. If we apply the sigmoid to the sum of the weighted features,
we get a number between 0 and 1. To make it a probability, we just need to make
sure that the two cases, p(y = 1) and p(y = 0), sum to 1. We can do this as follows:

P(y = 1) = s(w · x+b)
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1

1+ e�(w·x+b)

P(y = 0) = 1�s(w · x+b)
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Now we have an algorithm that given an instance x computes the probability
P(y = 1|x). How do we make a decision? For a test instance x, we say yes if the
probability P(y = 1|x) is more than .5, and no otherwise. We call .5 the decision
boundary:decision

boundary

ŷ =
⇢

1 if P(y = 1|x)> 0.5
0 otherwise

5.1.1 Example: sentiment classification
Let’s have an example. Suppose we are doing binary sentiment classification on
movie review text, and we would like to know whether to assign the sentiment class
+ or � to a review document doc. We’ll represent each input observation by the
following 6 features x1...x6 of the input; Fig. 5.2 shows the features in a sample mini
test document.

Var Definition Value in Fig. 5.2
x1 count(positive lexicon) 2 doc) 3
x2 count(negative lexicon) 2 doc) 2

x3

⇢
1 if “no” 2 doc
0 otherwise 1

x4 count(1st and 2nd pronouns 2 doc) 3

x5

⇢
1 if “!” 2 doc
0 otherwise 0

x6 log(word count of doc) ln(64) = 4.15

Let’s assume for the moment that we’ve already learned a real-valued weight
for each of these features, and that the 6 weights corresponding to the 6 features
are [2.5,�5.0,�1.2,0.5,2.0,0.7], while b = 0.1. (We’ll discuss in the next section
how the weights are learned.) The weight w1, for example indicates how important



Representing data with Features
raw input

Pretty awful - very soft and commercial. 
Confected. 

An absolute star that could even benefit from
another year or two. Tremendous weight, and

concentrated minerality but all in balance. 
Fantastic. Top

Very classy, pure, blackberry and apple fruit. 
Demanding but ripe tannins, very succulent. 

Really good Dolcetto. 
Good Syrah character, fruit-driven but not to 
the point of undrinkability. Pleasant. Scrapes

Thin and completely uninspiring.

Fragrant, dry and long. More mineral and
complex than the other Ogier wines. Really
lovely and should be drunk on its own away

from the Gentaz wines that tend to upstage it.

feature matrix X
Strong 

Neg Neg Pos Strong 
Pos

1 1 1

2 3

1 3

2

1



Learning weights and bias

• Logistic regression is an instance of supervised learning
• We know the correct label y for each training

observation x
• The system produces
• We want to learn parameters to make

as close as possible to y
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Note in Eq. 5.21 that the gradient with respect to a single weight w j represents a
very intuitive value: the difference between the true y and our estimated ŷ = s(w ·
x+b) for that observation, multiplied by the corresponding input value x j.

The loss for a batch of data or an entire dataset is just the average loss over the
m examples:

Cost(w,b) = � 1
m

mX

i=1

y(i) logs(w · x(i) +b)+(1� y(i)) log
⇣

1�s(w · x(i) +b)
⌘

(5.22)

And the gradient for multiple data points is the sum of the individual gradients::

∂Cost(w,b)
∂w j

=
mX

i=1

h
s(w · x(i) +b)� y(i)

i
x(i)j (5.23)

5.4.2 The Stochastic Gradient Descent Algorithm
Stochastic gradient descent is an online algorithm that minimizes the loss function
by computing its gradient after each training example, and nudging q in the right
direction (the opposite direction of the gradient). Fig. 5.5 shows the algorithm.

function STOCHASTIC GRADIENT DESCENT(L(), f (), x, y) returns q
# where: L is the loss function
# f is a function parameterized by q
# x is the set of training inputs x(1), x(2), ..., x(n)

# y is the set of training outputs (labels) y(1), y(2), ..., y(n)

q 0
repeat T times

For each training tuple (x(i), y(i)) (in random order)
Compute ŷ (i) = f (x(i);q) # What is our estimated output ŷ?
Compute the loss L(ŷ (i),y(i)) # How far off is ŷ(i)) from the true output y(i)?
g —q L( f (x(i);q),y(i)) # How should we move q to maximize loss ?
q q � h g # go the other way instead

return q

Figure 5.5 The stochastic gradient descent algorithm

Stochastic gradient descent is called stochastic because it chooses a single ran-
dom example at a time, moving the weights so as to improve performance on that
single example. That can result in very choppy movements, so it’s also common to
do minibatch gradient descent, which computes the gradient over batches of train-minibatch
ing instances rather than a single instance.

The learning rate h is a parameter that must be adjusted. If it’s too high, the
learner will take steps that are too large, overshooting the minimum of the loss func-
tion. If it’s too low, the learner will take steps that are too small, and take too long to
get to the minimum. It is most common to begin the learning rate at a higher value,
and then slowly decrease it, so that it is a function of the iteration k of training; you
will sometimes see the notation hk to mean the value of the learning rate at iteration
k.



Training classifiers in Python







Experimental design in machine learning

• Splitting data into training / test sets
• Baselines
• Evaluation



Training/test spit

• Typically we have a fixed set of labeled data that we run
experiments on

• In our experiments we typically split the data into a 
training set, and a disjoint test set

• Why?



It is generalization that counts

• The fundamental goal of machine learning is to
generalize beyond the examples in the training set

• No matter how much data we have, at test time we are
unlikely to see exactly the same items



The problem of overfitting

• Sometimes our classifier overfits the data
• It encodes random quirks of the data instead of learning

good generalizations
• Symptom: your learner creates a classifier that is 100% 

accurate on the training data but only 50% accurate on 
test data



Our data may be too easy

• Jennifer Mascia described how she wrote the Gun
Report for the NYTimes in an NPR interview

• JENNIFER MASCIA: Well, I would google “shooting,” 
“man shot,” “woman shot,” “child shot,” “teen shot” 
and “accidentally shot”. You know, this was all day one
coverage of shootings, so a lot of times the details aren't
flushed out. If there was no name and scant details, I 
had to skip over those. So each day, there’d be about 35 
to 40 shootings that I would present.



n-fold cross validation

• Splitting the data reduces the amount of available data
for training

• Mitigated through cross-validation: randomly dividing
your training data into 10 pieces, train on 9 test on 1, 
average results



Precision and Recall



Precision and Recall



Precision and Recall



Accuracy



Evaluating a system

• Say your system gets 93% accuracy, is that good?



Baselines

• Our training data is imbalanced:
• 8973 positive examples
• 62811 negative examples

• A system that always guessed "not a gun related article" 
would get 87% accuracy

• This is the "majority class baseline"
• The rule-based system that guess + iff "shooting" occurs

in the article and - otherwise gets 93%



Learning curves


